Cultivate - A Fresh New Outlook at Work
Cubespace, in collaboration with design
partner Monto Projects, is proud to introduce
the Cultivate height adjustable desk with
integrated planter box divider.
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Greenery in the workplace benefits everyone
“We’re thrilled to have included
Cultivate in the design of our new
office space. We planted them
out in Devil’s Ivy and the vibrant
green brings a sense of calm and
comfort to a busy office.”
ACOR Consultants

Inject some life into your next workspace project! With Cultivate
it’s now easy to combine all the practicalities of an ergonomic
workstation solution with the feelgood factor of real plants – creating
an environment where people actually want to be.
Workers will breathe a little easier with more plants in the office. Plant
screening adds a lovely textural layer of privacy which aids worker
comfort and well-being. Employers will love to know that adding
natural elements into workspaces is said to increase workplace
productivity and creativity.
Best of all – Cultivate looks good and performs just as well as all of
our other workstations! It stays independent at any desk height and is
ready to be filled with your choice of lush greenery.
Cultivate is 100% Australian-made in-house by Cubespace using locally
sourced materials. It is completely modular and custom-made to order
– so, the sky is the limit to your choice of sizes, colours and materials.

Cultivate height adjustable desk with
integrated planter box divider

Cultivate adds a lovely textural layer of
privacy between workers

Cubespace is an Australian-owned company
operating since 1998. We are a leader in
the Australian commercial workspace
solutions market. Cubespace is a commercial
manufacturer and supplier of office
furniture and provide end-to-end solutions
for all fit-out needs. Our comprehensive
range of furniture and accessories include
workstations, electric height adjustable
desks, meeting and boardroom tables, task
seating, storage and loose furniture.

Cubespace is committed to the quality of
its products, demonstrated by a 10-year
warranty.
Cubespace products are made from recycled
or recyclable materials with an end-oflife take back that ensures products that
are manufactured or supplied under the
Cubespace banner do not increase our
carbon footprint in the world.

Cultivate stays independent at any
desk height

